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to Germany, was one of the chief factors in creating
local atmosphere favorable for German purposes. At
the same time, the German press bureau sought close
intercourse not only with the press of Constantinople,
but even with the Constantinople correspondence of the
remotest provincial paper. Even the unimportant Turk-
ish press reporter, who went to the German press bureau
for news, was treated with every attention. He was, of
course, inclined to give emphasis to the German news.
The Entente Allies had no similar news organization.
When, one day, a short communication appeared in
the papers, announcing that the Russian fleet had made
a surprise attack on some units of the Turkish fleet and
that a great victory had been won by the Turks, every-
one, including the Sultan, believed the false story. The
censorship imposed on Turkey, after the outbreak of the
war, was something beyond imagination. No foreign
papers were allowed to come in. Restrictions on home
papers were such that they could publish nothing but
official communications from German and Austrian
sources. Newspaper reporters had no opportunity to
get the facts. In order to attract attention, the papers,
limited to uninteresting news bulletins, published large
headlines, maps, and pictures on the first page. Most of
the dailies appeared with more pictures on the first page
than written material. The German and Austrian press
bureaus in Constantinople distributed picture cuts to the
papers. Practically every sort of discussion was pro-
hibited. Not only was external and internal politics
barred, but also the military situation was rarely allowed
to be mentioned, and then to be referred to in the most
uncritical and optimistic fashion. Even cultural, eco-
nomical and social problems could not be discussed. The
military censorship regarded every discussion, even of a
technical character, as a sign of dissension. It was to
the interests of the army not to give the enemy the im-

